
For the 2021 summer season, Salon Vert will present 
work by seven women artists in a group exhibition 
entitled Golden Hour, named for those moments 
at dawn and at dusk when the sun’s slanting rays 
cover the world in a gold-tinted light. Some of these 
artists have been represented by the gallery for 
several years while others will be exhibiting work for 
the first time. Shared themes can be seen amongst 
these varied paintings, drawings, and sculptures : 
depictions of nature and the beings that animate it as 
well as interior landscapes.

Awakenings, 2014/2019
magnolia leaves, cotton thread, wood
h 167 x l 86 x p 11.5 cm (framed)
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Susanna Bauer (1969) is originally from Germany and 
lives and works in England. She works with natural 
plant leaves, stitching them together using crochet 
and thus initiating an intimate dialogue with nature. 
The collected leaves are repaired, embellished, and 
put into combinations using crochet lace, all by hand. 
Crochet is a painstaking traditional technique, based on 
tension, that the artist directly juxtaposes with the fragile 
natural material. The resulting shapes are a meditation 
on Nature’s beauty and complexity and are similarly a 
reflection of the delicate and tender relationships woven 
between humans and our environment.
www.susannabauer.com
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Ruta Jusionyte (1978), originally from Lithuania, lives and 
works in Paris. She received her degree from the School 
of Fine Arts in Vilnius, Lithuania. Since then, she has 
exhibited her work many times in France, Switzerland, 
Germany, Belgium, and Lithuania. Her works have been 
acquired by several public collections. Her current work 
questions the role of women in contemporary society and 
environmental issues by a focus on subjects that revisit 
the myth of the animal. And in so doing, it reflects upon 
the connections between humans and animals or nature, 
between distance and proximity.
www.rutajusionyte.com

Michele Landel (1976), born in Pennsylvania (USA), 
currently lives and works in Sèvres, France. After 
receiving her degree in fine arts and art history from the 
University of Pittsburgh and the University of Texas, she 
now creates intensely textured and airy collages using 
burned, quilted, and embroidered photographs and 
paper to explore the themes of exposure, absence, and 
memory. She manually manipulates digital photographs 
to highlight the way images hide and filter the truth. She 
then sews layers of paper together to create bandages 
and veils and to transform images into fragile maps.
michelelandel.com

Portrait V, 2020
colored pencil and 
transfer on paper
60 x 42 cm

Les cavaliers, 2019, 1/8
bronze
h 78 x l 65 x p 30 cm

Landescape #2, 2021
textile and thread
variable size

Barbara Cardinale (1980) is a Swiss artist who works 
and lives in Lausanne. She has been exhibiting her work 
for many years in both Switzerland and internationally. 
Les incorporelles are a series of transfer drawings then 
completed with colored pencils. The artist’s silhouette 
reveals a world to discover. These are not attempts to 
imitate painting but rather interior worlds to explore and 
experience. A constant dialogue between presence and 
absence, these disembodied self-portraits tell a delicate 
and intimate story. The publisher Art & Fiction recently 
published her book Transferts.
www.barbaracardinale.ch



Mathilde Tinturier (1983) lives and works in Geneva.  
She received her degree in painting and drawing from 
Geneva’s Fine Arts academy (now the HEAD) in 2006, 
following time as an exchange student at La Cambre 
(Brussels). In 2016, she spent three months in residency 
at the Maison de la Créativité in Conches and she is 
a member of the Federation of Artists at the Usine 
Kugler. With her artful arrangements that use simple 
and forgotten materials like thread, yarn, and feathers, 
Mathilde Tinturier creates light-weight, subtle works 
which elaborate a singularly animist universe. By bringing 
to life the little nothings that surround us, by transforming 
them into subjects of study, she sharpens our forgotten 
senses.
mathildetinturier.com

Kate Montgomery completed her studies in painting 
with a master’s degree from the Royal College of 
Arts, London, in 1992. She lives on the south coast 
of England. Her work involves intimate, small format 
paintings that are made using a traditional technique with 
casein paints. Most of her works represent Victorian-
inspired interiors with patterned, colorful motifs that 
feature feminine characters. The way in which surfaces 
and perspectives are handled are reminiscent of Western 
medieval illuminations or Mughal Indian miniatures. Kate 
Montgomery’s work can be found among prestigious 
public and private collections.
www.katemontgomery.co.uk

Poolside, 2017
caseine on wood panel
60 x 72 cm including hand 
made, off white float frame

Panneau végétaux mixtes 3, 2021
mixed media, plexiglas
74 x 126 x 4 cm

Eliana Marinari (1983), originally from Italy, lives 
and works in Geneva. Trained in classical drawing in 
Florence, Eliana Marinari also received a doctorate in 
neuroscience in London, focusing on the perception 
of image. She reveals all by obscuring her subjects in 
issues taken from reality, in this way questioning the 
power of representation. Reinterpreting the genres of 
the landscape and the portrait as a means to challenge 
our perception of reality, her work reflects a fascination 
for the power of images and explores the human 
capacity to refer to a visual object and generate semantic 
associations.
elianamarinari.com

Achromatic recollection N°4, 2019
Charcoal, graphite, pastel, pigments, ink, spray paint on 
paper, mounted on canvas, 30 × 30 cm


